
Group 1 

 



Rapunzel, a girl 

with long hair 

 



Aladdin, a thief 

 



An unnamed 

prince 

 



Nala, a lioness 

 

 



Queen Elinor, 

of the Scottish 

Highlands 



 

The Shadow 

Man 
  



[Protagonist] falls in love with 

[Villain] and wants to marry him. 

[Protagonist’s] sister says she can’t 

marry someone she just met. 

[Protagonist’s] sister runs away 

and turns everything into snow 

and ice.  



[Protagonist’s] father goes missing 

so [Protagonist] sets off to find 

him. [Protagonist] finds that 

his/her father has been captured 

by [Love Interest].  

  



[Protagonist] journeys into the 

mountains and meets [Love 

interest], who has a reindeer. 

  



[Protagonist] runs away, makes 

friends in a faraway forest, eats 

insects, and adopts the mantra 

“No worries.” 

  



[Love interest] finds [Protagonist] 

in the forest and they fall in love.  

  



[Protagonist] confronts her/his 

sister, who throws ice at her/him, 

giving a mortal injury. 

  



[The villain] tries to convince [the 

protagonist] to give up. 

  



[Protagonist] prevents [villain] 

from marrying [love interest]. 

  



A mythical, giant bear comes and 

tries to kill everyone, including 

[Protagonist], [Love Interest], and 

[Villain]. 

  



[Love Interest] discovers 

[Protagonist’s] disguise as a 

[man/woman]. [Protagonist] is 

shamed and abandoned. 

  



[Protagonist] is saved by a talking 

snowman. [Villain] is about to kill 

[Protagonist’s] sister. [Protagonist] 

sacrifices herself for sister, 

performing an act of true love, 

which returns summer and solves 

all the kingdom’s problems.  



[Protagonist] saves [Love Interest] 

from execution. [Protagonist] 

decides not to go home with 

[Love Interest]. 

  



Group 2 

 



Ariel, a little 

mermaid 

 



Mulan 

 

 



Flynn Rider, a 

thief 



The first born 

son of a 

chieftain  



Governor 

Ratcliffe 

 



Scar, a lion 
  



[Villain] talks to a magic mirror 

and discovers that [Protagonist] is 

now more beautiful than [Villain].  

  



[Villain] lures [Protagonist] to a 

gorge. Hyenas stampede a herd of 

wildebeests to the gorge. 

[Protagonist’s] father rescues 

[Protagonist] and then is killed by 

[Villain], who convinces the 

[Protagonist] it was [his/her] own 

fault. 



[Protagonist] is raised as a peasant 

in a forest cottage by three good 

fairies. 

  



[Protagonist] angers the [Love 

Interest]. [Protagonist] runs away 

and is attacked by wolves. [Love 

interest] saves [Protagonist]. 

  



[Protagonist] visits the witch for a 

spell to make [the villain] change. 

The witch creates an enchanted 

cake. [Villain] eats the enchanted 

cake and is transformed into a 

mythical bear.  

  



[Protagonist] meets [Love 

Interest]. They feel like they are in 

a dream and they dance. 

  



[Protagonist] tries to make [Love 

interest] fall in love. [Love 

interest] almost kisses 

[protagonist].  

  



Three good fairies reveal 

[Protagonist’s] true identity and 

bring her/him back to the palace. 

  



[Protagonist] goes to the Mardi 

Gras parade and discovers that 

her/his friend is about to marry 

[Villain]. [Villain] kills one of 

[Protagonist’s] other friends, a 

firefly.  

  



[Protagonist’s] fiancé is killed and 

[Love Interest] is going to be 

executed. 

  



[The love interest] returns and is 

injured by the [villain]. 

[Protagonist] is willing to give up 

her freedom to save [the love 

interest]. [Love interest] cuts off 

[protagonists] hair and [the villain] 

falls out of the tower.  



[Protagonist] is placed into a glass 

coffin by the seven dwarves. [Love 

interest] sees the coffin and kisses 

[Protagonist]. [Protagonist’s] 

vitality is restored and they head 

off to [Love interest’s] castle to be 

married. 



Group 3 

 

 



Princess Anna 



Tiana, a girl who 

wants to start a 

restaurant 



Prince Eric 



The Beast, a 

prince under a 

magical spell 



Gaston 

 

 



Maleficent  
  



[Protagonist] is born and is cursed 

by [Villain] that he/she will prick 

his/her finger on a spinning wheel 

and die. 

  



[Protagonist] becomes engaged to 

a fiancé [she/he] has mixed 

feelings about. [Love Interest] 

travels across the sea to a new 

land. 

  



[Villain] sends a huntsman into the 

forest to kill [Protagonist]. The 

huntsman spares [Protagonist’s] 

life. 

  



[Protagonist] and [Love Interest] 

escape on a balloon and head to 

the bayou. 

  



[Protagonist] proves 

himself/herself and is accepted as 

a warrior. 

  



[Love Interest] takes [Protagonist] 

to the castle. 

  



[Protagonist] befriends seven 

dwarves. [Protagonist] agrees to 

cook and clean for them. 

  



[Love Interest] brings 

[Protagonist] to the Troll King, 

who says that only true love can 

save [Protagonist]. 

  



[Protagonist] confronts [Villain]. 

[Villain] chases [Protagonist] to a 

cliff where [Protagonist] could 

lose [his/her] life. 

  



[Villain] leads the townsfolk in a 

vicious attack against the castle 

and [Love Interest]. [Love 

Interest] is about to die. 

  



[Protagonist] and [Love Interest] 

fight an epic sea battle with 

[villain]. [Villain] is stabbed to 

death by a ship. Marriage ensues. 

  



[Protagonist] tricks [Villain] into 

making a bad wish. [The Villain] 

disappears. [Protagonist] becomes 

engaged to [Love Interest]. 

  



Group 4 

 



Belle, a book-

reading girl 

 



Simba, a lion 

 

 



Jasmine, a 

princess 

 



 

Prince Phillip 



Hans, a prince 

of the Southern 

Isles 



The wicked 

queen 
  



[Villain] frees [Protagonist] from 

prison and takes [Protagonist] to 

the Cave of Wonders. 

[Protagonist] enters the Cave of 

Wonders and finds a magic lamp. 

  



[Villain] transforms [Love Interest] 

into a frog. [Protagonist] kisses 

[Love Interest] and is also turned 

into a frog. 

  



[Protagonist] goes to [Villain] and 

exchanges [Protagonist’s] voice in 

order to become a human. 

  



[Protagonist] tries hard, but is not 

very good at anything. 

[Protagonist] is laughed at and 

thrown out by [Love Interest]. 

  



A trumpet-playing alligator takes 

[Protagonist] and [Love Interest] 

to a good voodoo priestess, who 

says that [Love Interest] must kiss 

a real princess in order to become 

human. 

  



[Protagonist] is kidnapped and 

thrown into the ocean. 

[Protagonist] barely escapes! 

  



[Protagonist] saves his/her father, 

and then is locked up in a 

basement by [Villain]. 

  



[Love Interest] convinces 

[Protagonist] to return to a life of 

responsibility and become the 

[king/queen]. 

  



[Protagonist] returns to [Villain] 

who betrays [Protagonist] and 

locks her/him in a cold room to 

die. 

  



[Villain] disguises herself/himself 

as a peddler and makes a 

poisonous apple. [Villain] tricks 

[Protagonist] into eating the apple. 

[Protagonist] falls to the ground, 

as if dead. 

  



[The Villain] falls off of the castle 

and down a cliff. [Protagonist’s] 

love saves [Love Interest] and they 

live happily ever after.  

  



[Love Interest] escapes. [Enemy] 

turns into a dragon. [Love 

Interest] defeats [Enemy] and then 

awakens [Protagonist] with a kiss. 

  



Group 5 

 

 



Pocahontas 

 

 



Aurora, a 

princess 



Kristoff, an 

iceman 



Prince Naveen 

of Maldonia 



Jafar, the Grand 

Vizier 

 



Mother Gothel 
  



[Protagonist] disobeys her/his 

father and spots [Love Interest] on 

a ship. [Protagonist] is even more 

dissatisfied with life. 

  



[Protagonist] is deemed unworthy 

to be a [bride/groom]. 

[Protagonist] takes father’s place 

and enlists in the military. 

  



[Protagonist] and [Love Interest] 

make friends with all sorts of 

hoodlums at a not-so-friendly 

tavern called the Snuggly 

Duckling. 

  



[Protagonist] breaks tradition and 

wins and wins an archery contest 

against [Love Interest], making 

everyone upset. 

  



[Villain] starts destroying 

[Protagonist’s] homeland and 

building a fortress. 

  



People chase [Protagonist] and 

[Love Interest]. They fight 

enemies at a dam, and they barely 

escape! 

  



[Protagonist] and [Love Interest] 

meet with Grandmother Willow 

and create a plan to bring peace to 

their two people. 

  



[Love Interest] is about to tell 

[Protagonist] how he/she really 

feels, but is captured by [Villain’s] 

demons. 

  



[Protagonist] pricks her/his finger 

on a spinning wheel and falls into 

a deep sleep. [Love Interest] is 

captured by [Enemy].  

  



[Love interest] becomes engaged 

to the [Villain].  

  



[Enemy] attempts to take over the 

capital city and capture the 

emperor. [Protagonist] saves the 

day and is reunited with [Love 

Interest].  

  



[Villain] defeats the mythical bear. 

[Protagonist] finishes mending the 

tapestry and saves [Villain] who 

transforms back to his/her natural 

form. Emotional wounds are 

mended and the relationship 

between [Protagonist] and [Villain] 

restored. 



Group 6 

 

 



Snow White 

 

 



Merida, a 

Scottish 

princess 



John Smith, an 

explorer 



Captain Li 

Shang 

 



The Huns 

 



Ursula, a sea 

witch 
  



[Protagonist] leaves her tower with 

her [love interest] as a guide 

  



[Villain] forces [Protagonist] into 

an engagement with [Love 

Interest.] [Protagonist] refuses. 

  



[Protagonist] pretends to be a 

prince/princess in order to attract 

the interest of [love interest]. 

  



[Protagonist] teaches [Love 

Interest] about the New World 

and they fall in love. 

  



[Love interest] comes to care for 

[Protagonist], and as a result, lets 

[Protagonist] leave to go home. 

  



[Protagonist] runs away and finds 

a cottage with seven very small 

beds inside. [Protagonist] cleans 

the cottage. 

  



[Enemy] attacks. Through 

[Protagonist’s] cleverness, 

[Enemy] is covered by an 

avalanche of snow and defeated. 

  



[Protagonist] regrets his/her 

choice, and tries to help [Villain] 

survive food deprivation and 

attacks from bloodthirsty 

clansmen.  

  



[Protagonist] is exiled to a frozen 

wasteland. 

  



[The love interest] betrays our 

[protagonist] for money and, 

heartbroken, [protagonist] returns 

to her/his tower with [the villain]. 

  



[Villain] promises [Protagonist] 

everything she/he desires. 

[Protagonist] decides to save 

[Love Interest] instead and defeats 

[Villain]. [Protagonist] marries 

[Love Interest], they kiss and are 

turned back into humans. 



[Protagonist] forces [Villain] to 

confess that [he/she] is a 

murderer. An epic battle ensues. 

[Protagonist] throws [Villain] off 

of Pride Rock and [Villain] is 

killed by hyenas. 


